Christophe Kiciak

On Thursday night, we had the honour of hosting Mr. Christophe Kiciak who hails from France but who is world-renowned for his Creative Visual Art. Christophe has won many medals and awards at the highest level in salons including the Trierenberg salon in which he won yet another medal this year in the Experimental Photography section for his image “Mother Love”.

Christophe gave a wonderful talk detailing the development of his style of photographic art. The quality of his work attracted, not only our members, but also members of other clubs in the North East Region and beyond.

Perhaps his best-known piece is his reaction to the Charlie Hebdo shooting in Paris in 2015. Christophe remade the famous painting called Liberté by Eugène Delacroix to reaffirm the concept of freedom of the press.

Christophe’s work can be found on his own web site http://www.kiciak.fr
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